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While women have a plethora of clothes to choose from, smart men know there is one outfit that can
be adapted for almost any occasion - the suit. Whether dressing up for a date, preparing for a
business meeting, or going for a casual weekend style, suits are versatile enough to adapt to most
looks. However, this doesnâ€™t mean your clothing decisions end here. Suits for men come in a huge
variety of cuts, materials, patterns, and colours; so read on to discover how to pick the right one for
you.

The first thing to take into consideration is your body type. Larger men who want to look slimmer
should avoid double-breasted suits, as the extra material will add bulk to the waist. Similarly,
although they allow for greater movement, double-vented jackets accentuate the rear so should be
approached with caution. A two or three-buttoned blazer in a lightweight fabric is the best choice,
ideally in a darker shade with vertical stripes.

Paris city breaks: http://www.eurostar.com/UK/uk/leisure/city_breaks/paris_city_breaks.jsp

For tall, skinny men, the right suit is one that adds some definition, so choose heavier fabrics.
Additional jacket pockets create horizontal lines (which balance out height) and the longer British
suit jacket will create a sense of proportion. On the other hand, shorter men can embrace the
double vent and a more European cut. Just avoid cuffs on the trousers.

Once youâ€™ve got the fit right, start thinking about the occasion. For the most formal occasions - being
a member of a wedding party, for instance - a tuxedo is in order. Wear one when invitations specify
â€œBlack Tieâ€•. However, normally the correct choice of suit will be a more subtle affair.

Plain black suits are extremely versatile and rarely look out of place, so they are an ideal option if
you lack confidence in your style choices. However, theyâ€™re unlikely to stand out from the crowd. If
you want something bolder, a brown or charcoal gray suit can work well. For more casual situations,
you can go even lighter. A cream linen suit on a summer day makes for a bold, yet appropriate,
style. Emphasize your business credentials with a neat pinstripe or, for a more unique look, consider
a vintage suit with waistcoat.

Next, pick the right accessories. Unless youâ€™re going for an experimental look, shoes work best in a
slightly darker shade than your suit, and the same goes for socks. Make sure the point of your tie
falls no lower than the top of your belt, and steer clear of novelty designs!

Finally, take care in how you wear your suit. Avoid filling your pockets with keys and money, which
will ruin the way your suit hangs. Unbutton the jacket when sitting down, and never do up the bottom
button on a single-breasted jacket.

You donâ€™t need to be overwhelmed by the vast array of suits for men that are available. Follow these
guidelines, take the time to find a look that works for you, and you can be sure to feel stylish on
every occasion.
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